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QUESTION 1

Which scheduling class cannot be assigned to a zone? 

A. RT 

B. FX 

C. TS 

D. SYS 

E. FSS 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are about to configure an AI server and you need to determine if NWAM is configured, if the system has a manually
configured IP interface. Which command gives you this information? 

A. nscfg list 

B. netadm list 

C. netcfg list 

D. svcs network/physical 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The zfs holds command displays the following information: 

Which two statements are true? 

A. Use zfs destroy d pool12/data@nov to destroy the snapshot immediately. 

B. Attempts to destroy the snapshot using zfs destroy pool12/data@nov will fail. 

C. Attempts to destroy the pool12/data@nov snapshot will not destroy the snapshot immediately. 

D. The zfs directory R pool12/data command will destroy the file system immediately. 

E. The defer_destroy property is set to on for the pool12/data@nov data set. 
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F. The userrefs property is set to 1 (or higher) for the pool12/data@nov data set. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

The zpool configuration on serverA is: 

pool 1 c3t2d0 c3t3d0 pool 2 c3t4d0 c3t5d0 

The zpool configuration on servetB is: 

pool1 mirror-0 c3t2d0 c3t3d0 mirror-1 c3t4d0 c3t5d0 

Which option will modify the configuration on serverA to match serverB? 

A. zpool destroy pool2 zpool attach pool1 c3t4d0 c3t5d0 

B. zpool destroy pool2 zpool attach pool1 c3t2d0 c3t2d0 c3t4d0 c3t5d0 

C. zpool destroy pool2 zpool add pool1 c3t4d0 c3t5d0 

D. zpool destroy pool2 zpool mirror pool1 pool2 

E. zpool destroy pool2 zpool attach pool1 c3t2d0 attach pool1 c3t3d0 zpool attach pool1 c3t4d0 attach pool1 c3t5d0 

F. zpool destroy pool1; zpool destroy pool2; zpool create pool1 mirror c 3t2d0 c3t3d0 mirror c4t4d0 c3t5d0 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option lists default checkpoints for building an image using the Distribution Constructor? 

A. manifest-valid and ba-init 

B. ba-arch and grub-setup 

C. transfer-ips-install and pre-pkg-img-mod 

D. pkg-img mod and create-usb 

Correct Answer: A 
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